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This report contains a budget status for the RSS instrument as of July 1, 2006.

A) Actual Expenditures through Quarter 2, 2006

A PDF copy of the quarterly UW direct cost reconciliation spreadsheet for Quarter 2, 2006 is
attached:

1) Salaries were overspent by $567 ($825 with indirect).  This mainly due to slightly increased
office support expenditure. 

2) An unbudgeted expenditure of $1725 was made for polishing and transmission measurements
by Janos of a NaCl blank, part of the throughput investigation.

3) We received a final Physics machine shop charge of $438 from June 2005 for machining of
the RSS mount pads.

4) Commissioning travel received a credit of $850 (fund transfer) and a charge of $10,243 for
SAAO accommodation.  Since travel and shipping is already over the PDR cap, this has no
effect on the Cost to Completion.

B) Cost to Completion Revisions

The EXCEL budget is available at the report website.  Quarter 2 was updated to account for
actual costs (above), and two changes were made to Quarter 3, 2006, (below). The inflation
factors were already up to date.

1) An additional $395 for the Physics machine shop for the structure pads was added to
compensate for an apparent error in the machine shop accounting.

2) A $5218 credit to SAAO travel was added to account for an expected correction of the SAAO
rates from foreign to local, and a transfer of funds from grants supporting science commissioning
efforts of students Tabetha Hole and Tommy Nelson.  Since travel and shipping is already over
the PDR cap, this has no effect on the Cost to Completion.



The following two tables show the deltas, in nominal dollars and base dollars, from the 2006
Quarter 1 budget, (Sept 15, 2006).

Nominal Dollars

2006 Q1 2006 Q2 Delta
UW $3,907,083 $3,910,590 $3,507
SAAO $605,231 $605,231 $0
RU $990,183 $990,183 $0
Total $5,502,497 $5,506,004 $3,507

Base dollars

2006 Q1 2006 Q2 Delta
UW $3,472,267 $3,474,939 $2,672
SAAO $544,425 $544,425 $0
RU $873,539 $873,539 $0
Total $4,890,231 $4,892,903 $2,672

The largest changes in the budget are summarized below, keyed to explanation paragraphs in
section A (Actual Expenditures) and B (Cost to Completion Revisions).

Delta summary (Nominal direct + indirect)

Delta Explanation Item
$825 UW Quarter 1, 2006 Salaries A1

$1,725 NaCl transmission A2
$438 Mount pad machining A3
$395 Mount pad machining B1

$3,383 Total

With respect to the ceiling established at PDR, $4,375,136 in base dollars, this budget 
overspends the cap by $517,767 base dollars (10.6% of project cost).  We expect to recover
approximately $10,000 from the resale of the spare optical blanks.  However, expenses for any
repair activities associated with the throughput or ghost issues are not yet included.
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Quarter 

Total 
Amount 

Budgeted
Actual - 
Budget

Salaries + Fringes
Salary $3,305 $3,065 $3,363 $9,733 $9,342 $391
Fringe $1,202 $1,089 $1,229 $3,520 $3,344 $176
Total $4,507 $4,154 $4,592 $13,253 $12,686 $567

Tuition Remission
Tuition Remission
Total 

Supplies & Material

Misc. (Supplies-Office, Printing & Duplicating-State) $30 $38 $68
Supplies $6 $6 $6 $18
Other  (Maintenance, Repair, Software, Services, Freight)

Total $36 $6 $44 $86 $0 $86

 Travel
International

travel credit -$850
Domestic
Total -$850 -$850 $0 -$850

Publications
SPIE etc.
Total

Capitalized Shipping
Computers/ alignment equip SA -> UW (duty+fees)
Computers/ alignment equip SA -> UW
Total

SAAO Accom and travel fund  (capitalized)
Car rental
SAAO Accom $10,243 $10,243
Total $10,243 $10,243 $0 $10,243

Capital Equipment
3110 - Instrument Structure
3120 - Optics $1,725 $1,725 $0
3130 - Mechanisms
3140 -Control System
3150 - Slitmask System
3190 - Detector System

Total $1,725 $1,725 $0 $1,725

Subcontractor
Optomechanical Consultant(Pilot Grp)
Engineering / Drafting Contract (Design Con)
Machinist (UW Physics Shop, PSL) $833 -$395 $438
Total $833 -$395 $438 $0 $438

             
Total PFIS capitalized $0 $11,076 $1,330 $12,406 $0 $12,406
Total PFIS Expenses $4,543 $15,236 $5,116 $24,895 $12,686 $12,209

Non PFIS expenses  
Wilcots Travel $2,084 $562 $2,646
Sheinis SSWG and board mtg $1,159
Eric Burgh Salary (65%) + Fringe $4,253 $3,257 $3,180 $10,690
Total Non PFIS $6,337 $3,257 $4,901 $14,495

Total PFIS and non-PFIS $10,880 $18,493 $10,017 $39,390

Actual Payments Made Apr - Jun 2006

SALT
Quarter 2 2006

PFIS Expenses




